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  L’Oréal Excel Hicolor HiLights Magenta 35 ml

  	
      Brand: 
      Unbranded
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  L’Oréal Excel Hicolor HiLights Magenta 35 ml

  	
      Brand: 
      Unbranded
    
	
        Type: Sale
      




                    
                    
    



                    
    	RRP:	£29.00
	Price:	£14.5
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  Description

  L'Oreal HiColor Magenta hair dye is developed to lift dark hair in one single step, without brassiness.
Keep in mind that anyone can view public collections - they may also appear in recommendations and other places. Formulated to give you natural hair highlights, this dye gives you an all-round colour treatment without leaving you looking flat. If you’d like to file an allegation of infringement, you’ll need to follow the process described in our Copyright and Intellectual Property Policy. Directions for use: To use L’Oreal Excellence HiColor HighLights Magenta For Dark Hair Only Hair, mix 1 part (1. Thanks to the L'Oreal Excellence HiColour HiLights For Dark Hair, you can make your bright hair dreams a reality without having to sacrifice your healthy luscious locks!

Saturate the selected hair base on the effects desired ( balayages , highlighting with foil, frosting caps, or any non-metallic utensils).
If the item comes direct from a manufacturer, it may be delivered in non-retail packaging, such as a plain or unprinted box or plastic bag. I have almost black dye in the top of my hair which obviously didn’t lift so mines blended down lighter and I love it. I just used two boxes of L’Oréal hicolor in magenta and 30 vol cream developer I left it for about 45 minutes. If you have darker hair, it may seem impossible to achieve the bold and vibrant colour of your dreams without multiple treatments of damaging bleach and stripping agents. In addition, True Reds provides excellent gray coverage with deep color and highlights on high percentages of gray hair.

From different types of shampoos, conditioners, hair treatments, hair dye, developers to bleach lighteners, colour additives and boosters, styling products, styling tools, accessories, extensions, and wigs. L’Oreal Excellence HiColor Ash Blonde HiLights For Dark Hair Only Developed to lift dark hair in one single step, without brassiness. Etsy’s 100% renewable electricity commitment includes the electricity used by the data centres that host Etsy.
of Oreor 30 or 40 Volume Developer depending on the degree of lift desired into a non-metallic shaker or bowl. NEW HiColor RED HiLights by L’Oreal Excellence is the first highlighting series formulated for dark hair. To speed up processing time, use a pre-heated warm (not hot) heat source for up to 15 minutes maximum.Direction Of Use: To use L’Oreal Magenta HiColor HiLights For Dark Hair Only, always apply hair color to dry, unwashed hair immediately after mixing. I want to be able to freshen up my strands but don't want to keep adding bleach to already lifted strands. The 103 third parties who use cookies on this service do so for their purposes of displaying and measuring personalized ads, generating audience insights, and developing and improving products. Read more about the condition New: A brand-new, unused, unopened and undamaged item in original retail packaging (where packaging is applicable). The permanent formula gives you weeks of dazzling colour and shine without looking washed out or faded, leaving you with brilliantly bold hair for even longer.
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        Dispatched within 2 days
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                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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	Where's my order?
	Other FAQs
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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                    	English
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                    © 2006–2024 Fruugo.com Ltd. All rights reserved.
                

            

        

    



        
            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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